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Imagine of being a traveler 
 

Some needs: 

 

1. Multimodal and Interregional trip planning  

2. Spend less time possible during the trip without doing interesting activities 

3. Visit points of interest in the reached area 

4. Being informed in real time about the position of transport means  

5. Buy interesting items during the trip and at destination 



Imagine of being a person or a small 

producer that needs to ship goods 
 

Some needs: 

1. Possibility to ship goods without paying too much 

2. Possibility to ship interesting items bought during the trip and at destination  

(if a traveler) 

3. Possibility to find a shipping solution in an easy way 

4. Finding the shipping service supply that can satisfy his demand 

5. Knowing where the shipped good is in a certain moment 



Imagine of being a carrier or 

forwarder 
 

Some needs: 

 1. Possibility to intercept the need of shipping goods - demand 

2. Possibility to travel always full or almost full 

3. Possibility to stock dangerous goods in area that can allow to save money 



A platform for the development of the Adriatic-Ionian geographical area, 

in Apulia and Greek Regions,  

  through  

the joint coordinated management of existing infrastructures and common 

services, and the creation of new ones   

  in order to  

intercept new traffic flows and consolidate redistributing the existing 

ones in an optimized way, minimizing generalized costs.  

 

The answer:  
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THANK YOU! 
 


